


l^ie Call ^Yellowstone

H THOUSAND Yellowstone wonders are calling, 'look

up and down and round about you!' And a multitude

of still, small voices may be heard directing you to look

through all this transient, shifting show of things called

'substantial' into the truly substantial, spiritual world

whose forms, flesh and wood, rock and water, air and sun-

shine, only veil and conceal, and to learn that here is heav-

en and the dwelling place of the angels.

CHE sun is setting; long, violet shadows are growing

out over the woods from the mountains along the

western rim of the park; the Absaroka range is baptized

in the divine light of the alpenglow, and its rocks and
trees are transfigured. Next to the light of the dawn on
high mountain tops, the alpenglow is the most impressive

of all the terrestial manifestations of God.

£H

QOW comes the gloaming. The alpenglow is fading

into earthly, murky gloom, but do not let your town

habits draw you away to the hotel. Stay on this good

fire-mountain and spend the night among the stars.

Watch their glorious bloom until the dawn, and get one

more baptism of light. Then, with fresh heart go down
to your work, and whatever your fate, under whatever

ignorance or knowledge you may afterward chance to

suffer, you will remember these fine, wild views, and look

back with joy to your wanderings in the blessed old Yel-

lowstone Wonderland.'* John Muir
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HE United States government gave the Yellowstone country to

the people "for their benefit and enjoyment." This was in 1872.

But ages ago Nature made a wonderland of this territory,—a vast
outdoor museum "for the benefit and enjoyment" not only of human-
kind, but of all living creatures that found their way there. And so
the Yellowstone country is not only a great pleasure park for the people,

but it is a playground for many creatures. Buffalo, elk, deer, antelope,

bear, sheep, and other animals wander freely in the park, and are

sheltered there, and no one can molest them. In this particular, man-
kind has endeavored, so far as possible in this advanced age of civiliza-

tion, to restore the simple relationship between living creatures that
existed, as we are told, in the Garden of Eden.

The great bulk of Yellowstone Park lies in Wyoming, and it consists

of a territory 62 miles long and 54 miles wide. When Nature opened up
this place she was in an active and interested mood. The whole terri-

tory shows that it has been the scene of tremendous volcanic upheavals
and startling chemical combinations, the results of which have been the
development of a collection of natural wonders that makes the park the
greatest show place of " all outdoors." There are to be found within this
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

territory geysers of

various kinds, boiling

springs, terrace and
crater formations over
which trickles won-
drously colored min-
eral water, deep can-

yons, hills of sulphur,

cliffs of glass, petrified

trees, pools of emer-
ald, blue, golden, or of

rainbow hues, and all

set in scenery of wild

and exquisite beauty.

The geysers are the
largest in the world.

The Canyon of the

Yellowstone, though
not to be ranked in

size with the Grand
Canyon of the Colo-

rado, surpasses any-
thing of its kind in its

marvelously varied
coloring.

The wonders of

Yellowstone Park are

usually "taken in" by
the tourist in five

days. It is a pity that

so many travelers can-

not stay longer; for the park is an active show place. It is constantly

doing things, and it does some things only once in awhile. Its operations

are varied and intermittent. Spend weeks there, as I have done, and
you will appreciate this. The star performers in the great natural show
place take turn in entertaining you. Today the Giant Geyser spouts.

Tomorrow it may be something else. If you go away too soon, you are

sure to miss something interesting.

ENTERING THE NATIONAL PARK
You are near the great Continental Divide when you reach Yellow-

stone National Park. The lowest valley in the park is 6,000 feet above

the level of the sea, while the mountain peaks rise from 10,000 to 14,000

feet above sea level. Yellowstone Lake, which is 15 by 20 miles in size,

YELLOWSTONE CANYON
Looking toward Inspiration Point
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Haynes Photo
MAMMOTH HOTEL AND FORT YELLOWSTONE

is the largest Amer-
ican lake at this alti-

tude, and from the

waters of Yellow-
stone Park flow three

great rivers,—the
Missouri, the Yel-

lowstone, and the

Columbia. Our Na-
tional Park is, there-

fore, in a sense at the

top of our country.

There are three

established ways of

entering. You may
go in from the west,

beginning at Yellow-
stone, which is reached by the Oregon Short Line Railroad, or come down
from the north by the Northern Pacific Railroad and enter the park by
Gardiner. A third means of approach is by a wagon road running into

the park from Cody in the east. Many travelers find the northern route

pleasant; though there is not much choice between that and the entrance

by way of Yellowstone. If you come down from the north, you will go

in by the stone archway that marks the northern entrance. This was
built by the government, and dedicated by
President Roosevelt in 1903. A five-mile

ride brings you to Mammoth Hot Springs

and Fort Yellowstone. The fort is a lively,

though small, military post for the cavalry

companies that police the roads and take
care of the park.

MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS

The Mammoth Hotel close by Fort
Yellowstone is convenient to the boiling

springs and terraces that occupy a number
of acres at the slope of what is called Ter-
race Mountain. Soon after arriving you
begin to hear the word " formation." All

the terraces produced by Mammoth Hot
Springs are referred to as "formations."
Jupiter Terrace has various styles of "for-

mation." The Pulpit Terrace has a peculiar
Haynes Photo " formation " of its own. You will quicklv
EAGLE NEST ROCK. GARDINER J V J "11 1 J a-L J

canyon eet used to it, and will rind the word very
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
convenient to cover any
and all of the amazing
shapes and structures cre-

ated by the action of min-
eral deposits. These ex-

traordinary terraces are

beautiful when "alive";

that is, when the mineral-

bearing water is flowing

over them. When the

water has been checked
and changes its course the

terraces left dry lose their

living colors, grow white
as sepulchers, and begin Hayncrhow pulpit terrace
to show signs of crumbling.

The process of terrace building is very simple and beautiful,—the

mineral-bearing water from the boiling springs catches in hollows on
the slope of the mountain and forms pools. Then, as the water cools,

it makes mineral deposits which take on various shapes as they grow,

and on these "formations" the water paints the most dazzling and
beautiful colors. No words can describe the exquisite beauty of the

terraces. The colors are brilliant and varied, and the rippling water

gives them a life and a sparkle that captivate the eye. The coloring

is not, as some suppose, produced entirely by mineral deposits. A con-

tributing factor is a minute plant growth called algse which holds to the

rock and thrives in the hot water of the spring. The coloring is due to

the reflection and refraction of the light rays effected by the nature

and color of the linings of the pool and its surroundings.

The best known and
most beautiful of these

"formations" are Jupiter

Terrace, Cleopatra Ter-

race, and Minerva Ter-

race. The last named
has, however, been fail-

ing, and betrays evidences

of a complete cessation of

activity.

GOLDEN GATE AND
THE GEYSERS
When you have feast-

ed your eyes to the full on
the iridescent-hued ter-
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races you will be eager to start south for the Golden Gate and the geyser

basins. Fine Concord coaches drawn by four or six horses start briskly

off for the park trip, which covers more than 100 miles of sight-seeing.

This trip divides itself naturally into two distinct features,—the geyser

section, and the lake and canyon section.

On leaving Alammoth Springs Hotel we sweep down the road
past Liberty Cap, an extinct geyser crown about 50 feet high. We
skirt the terraces and make off for Xorris Basin, 20 miles away.
The road climbs steadily, so that by the time we reach golden
Gate, four miles from Mam-
moth Springs, we have as-

cended 1,000 feet, and we
go through the great open-
ing to the park at an alti-

tude of 7,000 feet above the

sea. This great portal is

called the Golden Gate be-

cause of the rich yellow moss
that covers the rocks. Once
beyond the gateway, we look

forward to the richest and
most interesting section of

the park.

The scenery is superb. Off

there lies Electric Peak, called

so because of the electric

forces that are active about
its sides and summit. When
we have covered about 12

miles we pass along a great

cliff of obsidian which rises

250 feet above the road and
presents a glistening front to Virginia cascade
the rays of the sun. Ob-
sidian is volcanic glass, and has been produced by the cooling of waves
of lava. The Indians found it good material for arrowheads. Then
the drive follows the shore of Beaver Lake and past Roaring Moun-
tain until it turns into Norris Geyser Basin. Here are a number of

boiling pools and geysers of varying action and character. No great

geyser is to be found here. We must look for them in the Upper
Geyser Section. They serve well, however, to introduce us to the

wonders of the geyser springs.

The Black Growler Steam Vent always attracts notice. It makes a

great fuss and roars in a most ferocious manner. In contrast to that,

Emerald Pool, lying south, is a quiet, placid body of water of pearl-like

s
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UPPER GEYSER BASIN
Tea Kettle. Crater of Giant Geyser. Grand Geyser. Oblong Geyser.

greenish hue. The largest geyser in Norris Basin is the Monarch. It has

two oblong openings, and is an eccentric and willful creature, spurting in

great explosions at intervals of about six hours. On the road through
Gibbon Canyon we get a glimpse of Gibbon Falls, 80 feet high, a beauti-

ful veil of wrater streaming over rocks.

MIDWAY AND LOWER GEYSER BASIN

The Lower Geyser Basin is a valley taking in 30 or 40 square miles

and filled with hot springs and geysers. The Fountain Hotel is the

headquarters for this section, and from there visits are made to the

Fountain and Great Fountain Geysers, and the Mammoth Paint Pots.

Among the many things to

be seen in the park, the

Paint Pots seem to cling

tenaciously to the memory.
It is not that they are so

wonderful, but rather that

they are so queer. Here are

mammoth caldrons filled

with soft mud, out of which
rise little spouts of pink,

white, and yellow mud. The
shapes they take are gro-

tesquely odd. An imaginative

observer is held fascinated,

waiting to see what shape
will spout up next. Haynes Photo EMERALD POOL
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In Midway Geyser Basin, which is four miles beyond, the three fea-

tures are Excelsior Geyser, Prismatic Lake, and Turquoise Spring. The
Excelsior Geyser is on the west bank of Firehole River, in a great pit, and
when it is at work it tosses the water tumultuously into the air anywhere
from 75 to 250 feet. It was in full operation in 1881 during the fall, after

the tourist season was
over. Then it became busy
again in 1888. Only a

few have been fortunate
enough to see the Excelsior

in full operation.

Turquoise Spring is a
beautiful blue pool of wa-
ter. And Prismatic Lake,
which lies near Excelsior

Geyser, is a wide pond
whose depths are filled

with rainbow hues. From
the Lower Basin the road
runs past Morning Glory
Spring and Riverside Gey-

Hayues Photo GIBBON FALLS

Haynes Photo OLD FAITHFUL INN

ser, where it crosses the

Firehole River and turns

into the territory known as

the Upper Geyser Basin.

UPPER GEYSER BASIN

In this basin the great-

est geysers are to be seen.

The basin itself covers a

space of about four square

miles, and in that area are to be found 26 geysers and 400 hot springs.

Through the basin runs the Firehole River, and at the most interesting

point is situated Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. This inn is

an attractive structure, built of logs and blocks of stone, and con-

structed throughout in a style appropriate for its setting. All hotels in

the park are good, and each has a certain quality and flavor of its own.

But hotel life is not an essential part of the trip. Many go tramping and
camping along the way. Full outfits for camping are supplied at the

Mammoth Springs Hotel, and people who prefer to follow the simple path

are encouraged and assisted.

Old Faithful Inn looks out upon an active spectacle. A few hundred
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Haynes Photo CASTLE GEYSER

feet away Old Faithful Geyser plays his

steady and reliable part. He is a splen-

did old spouter, and as faithful as his

name. About every 65 minutes,—there

is hardly a variation of five minutes,

—

day and night, summer and winter, Old
Faithful makes his display. Like the
beat of a pulse, and almost with the
regularity of a clock, he has been keep-
ing time through the ages. No doubt
he was marking the hours before man-
kind invented the measure of time.

Then there is Giant Geyser, which
plays 250 feet in the air for an hour and
a half every seven to 12 days. That is

the highest geyser in the world. The
Beehive Geyser (called by that name
because of the shape of its cone) is

almost directly in front of Old Faithful

Inn. The Sponge Geyser is another
busy affair, with a descriptive name;
also Castle Geyser, so called because of its resemblance to "an old feudal

castle partially in ruins." Geyser wonders multiply, and the names are lost

in the mind of even the most attentive traveler. Books have been written
in description of their varying qualities. Suffice it to say that the National
Park has over 4,000 boiling springs and more than 100 active geysers.

WHAT IS A GEYSER?
Perhaps the simplest way to make clear the nature of a geyser is to

say that it is a hot spring bursting out from under pressure. The great

scientist, R. W. Bunsen, de-

scribes the action of a geyser

as follows: "It is well known
that the pressure in water
increases with the depth on
account of gravity; fur-

thermore, that the boiling

point rises with the increase

in pressure. The geyser

tube, which extends deep

into the earth, is filled with

water from the higher tracts

of land around. The heat

comes from the buried mas-
ses of lava in the earth notHay nes Photo SPONGE GEYSER
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CONE OF LONE STAR GEYSER

yet cooled." The water so heated
bursts periodically through its bonds
and spouts up into the open air.

YELLOWSTONE LAKE AND
CANYON

From Upper Geyser Basin we ride

over the summit of the Continental
Divide and down to Yellowstone
Lake. The distance is 19 miles, and
all along the way there is something
in sight to arouse interest and give

delight,—the Kepler Cascades, laugh-

ing and leaping through a rock

chasm, Lone Star Geyser, and many
beautiful views of lake and mountain

scenery. You see Yellowstone Lake first at Thumb Bay. It is a brilliant,

sparkling body of water, and so far not enough populated along its shores

to have lost its appearance of wild freedom. It lies there in smooth,
sunny beauty, surrounded by wooded hills, and at first sight it wins the

heart of the most experienced lake explorer. There is plenty to see and
plenty to enjoy at Yellowstone Lake,—mountain climbing, driving and
riding, boating, fishing, and exploring. The fishing there is famous, espe-

cially during the trout season, and the points of interest to entice the vis-

itor are sufficient in number and character to hold him in thrall for weeks.

The great sight, naturally, is the Grand Canyon. It is approached
from Yellowstone Lake by a road running up the river about 17 miles.

Of course our first instinct in approaching the canyon is to hurry to Grand
View or Point Lookout in order to feast our eyes on that ravishing

scene of which we have heard so much,—Great Falls and the can-
yon below. But let us

take our time. There
is much to see before

we gratify our appe-
tite for the crowning
sight of all. The Up-
per Falls is no mean
affair in the way of

a cataract. It drops
112 feet with great

turbulence and foam.
Crystal Falls is well

worth a visit, and
likewise Grotto Pool.

Then we grow im- Haynes Photo CONE OF GIANT GEYSER
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RAPIDS OF THE YELLOWSTONE
Just above Upper Falls, where the canyon begins

patient. Nothing
will satisfy us but
to hurry on until

we find the supreme
spot of beauty in

the National Park.

Let us stand, then,

on Point Lookout,

1 ,200 feet above the
river, and take in

the full glory of the

scene. The falls are

360 feet in height,

and they pour
through a con-
tracted space of 75
feet down in one
splendid, seething

white torrent to settle in the riverbed and then float through the can-

yon in a stream of exquisite emerald green. About us everywhere is

color. It seems as if Nature's palette had been exhausted in painting

the walls of that wonderful chasm. No words can fully express the

beauty of the scene. As in facing the majesty of the Grand Canyon of

the Colorado, we surrender speech and gaze upon the wonder in a sort of

religious silence. And the same might be said of the whole canyon of

the Yellowstone. In all its 20 miles of extent it is one glorious panorama

of beauty. I have referred to the coloring. Of all the descriptions of

the Canyon that I have read, Dr. Wayland Hoyt's is the most graphic

and vivid—especially in its notes on color. "As soon as you can stand

it," he says, "go out on that

jutting rock and mark the

sculpturing of God upon those

vast and solemn walls. . . .

Almost beyond all else, you
are fascinated by the magnifi-

cence and utter opulence of

color. Those are not simple

gray and hoary depths, and
reaches and domes and pin-

nacles of sullen rock. The
whole gorge flames. It is as

though rainbows had fallen

out of the sky and hung them-

selves there like glorious ban-

10
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ners. The underlying color is the clearest yellow; this flushes onward
into orange. Down at the base the deepest mosses unroll their draperies

of the most vivid green; browns, sweet and soft, do their blending;

white rocks stand spectral; turrets of rock shoot up as crimson as though
they were drenched through with blood. It is a wilderness of color. It

is impossible that even the pencil of an artist can tell it. What you
would call, accustomed to

the softer tints of nature,

a great exaggeration
would be the utmost
tameness compared with

the reality. It is as if the

most glorious sunset you
ever saw had been caught
and held upon that re-

splendent, awful gorge."

It is better, therefore,

to begin, as we have done,

from the north, and save

the canyon for the last;

for after that there is noth-

ing that can share its

place in our minds. We
go back then from the canyon to Norris and take our leave of the park
either by the west route through Yellowstone, or by the north route

through Mammoth Hot Springs. Our Yellowstone trip has passed

like a beautiful dream. It remains with us as a treasured memory.

Haynes Photo PUNCH BOWL SPRING
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S THE OPEN LETTER
What is the storj

of Yellowstone Park:
It began a hundred
years ago, and its

crowning chapter was
the year 1872.

From all accounts
it is likely that the

first white man who
set foot in the Yellow-
stone country was
John Colter. He was
a member of the his-

toric Lewis and Clark
Expedition which ex-

plored the great north-
west and returned to

St. Louis in 1806.

Colter cut loose and
rambled about in the

Big Horn valley,
reached the forks of

the Shoshone River,

and worked his way
on through part of the
Yellowstone region.
He was gone four
years, and when he
turned up again in St.

Louis in l8iohe had
some big stories to tell

of hairbreadth escapes from Indians and
of the wonderful sights he had seen. His
accounts of geysers and hot springs and
boiling pools and so on were not more
than half believed. The general attitude

towards him was expressed in the term
people gave to the wonderland which
he described so vividly. They called it

"Colter's Hell."
* * *

Colter talked about his experiences, but
he left no records. Nothing was written

about the Yellowstone region until 1834.
Then W. A. Ferris visited the Upper and
Lower geyser basins and wrote an account
of them. Ten years later some more
information was printed, this time from
the testimony of a celebrated Rocky
Mountain guide, James Bridger. It was
Bridger that gave the first account of the
glory of Yellowstone lake. After Bridger's

time there were several expeditions, each

Haynes Photo
GIANT GEYSER

strong conviction had
become established
that the Yellowstone
region held a greater

number of natural
wonders than any
other area of equal
extent in the world.

A private expedi-

tionin 1869, conducted
by explorers Folsom,
Peterson and Cook,
was rich in results, es-

pecially in facts con-
cerning the Canyon
of the Yellowstone,
the Great Falls, and
the Lake. The story

told by Folsom at-

tracted attention, and
in 1870 a big party
under General Wash-
burn explored the re-

gion, passing up the

Yellowstone River,

traveling completely
around the Lake and
visiting several of the

Geyser Basins. Many
of the features of the

park were named by this party—Mount
Washburn, for example, and Old Faithful,

the Castle, Bee-hive, and other geysers.

It was the success of the Washburn expe-

dition that led to extensive explorations

in 1 871 under Dr. Hayden of the U. S.

Geological Survey. Dr. Hayden was ac-

companied by the celebrated landscape

photographer Jackson, of Colorado, whose
admirable pictures had much to do with

building up interest in the project for the

National Park.

After that the great riches and the unpar-

alleled wonders of the Yellowstone were

no longer a matter of conjecture nor food

for imaginative story-tellers. They were

in the possession of science. Following

close upon the Hayden expedition the re-

gion was set aside by Congress, and Pres-

ident Grant placed his signature to the

act of dedication in

adding their evidence, and by 1863 a March, 1872.

Editor





REAT FALLS AND the Grand Canyon of

the Yellowstone, are the subject of one of

the intaglio-gravure pictures illustra-

ting " Yellowstone National Park."

YELLOWSTONE CANYON AND THE GREAT FALLS

Monograph Number Six in The Mentor Reading Course

IT is appropriate that the visitor to

Yellowstone National Park should

leave the Grand Canyon of the Yel-

lowstone for the last, that he may go

away from the park with a vivid impres-

sion of its most stupendous wonder on

his mind. In the Grand Canyon nature

provides a feast of beauty, and man can

but look upon this marvelous creation

of color with amazement, with rever-

ence, and with awe.

Point Lookout is about half a mile be-

low the Great Falls. It stands 1,200

feet above the river, and from here may
be had the best view of Great Falls and

the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone.

The water of the falls drops almost twice

as far as that of Niagara; yet from

Point Lookout this great cataract ap-

pears in miniature. What at this dis-

tance seems like a long ribbon of white

spray is in reality a powerful stream 74

feet wide and 360 feet long.

It is interesting to know why this

great cataract exists at this point, when
the rest of the canyon is so cut away by
the rushing water of Yellowstone River.

Long, long ago the entire region for

miles around was a geyser basin. The
river was then near the surface. Ever
since it has been cutting down the walls

of the canyon. This was because the

soil was volcanic and decomposed by
heat. For this reason it could not resist

the constant action of the water. But
at the upper end of the canyon there

was a granite cliff that held firm, and it

is over this that the stream, angry at

the stubborn strength of the bluff, leaps

to take vengeance on the weaker rock

beneath.

A stairway allows the visitor to de-

scend to the very brink of Great Falls,

and from here the view will hold him
entranced. The water leaps into the

abyss with a roar of anger and in one

huge flood of brilliant, dazzling foam.

The lower part of the falls is concealed

by great clouds of mist.

Gazing down the canyon from the

bank of the falls, the visitor may see

Point Lookout rearing its head a half-

mile below. Almost directly opposite,

to the right, is Artists' Point, the spot

selected by Thomas Moran, the Ameri-

can landscape artist, to paint his famous

picture that now hangs in the capitol at

Washington. This is only one of the

many pictures in which this great painter

has tried to catch the color of the crown-

ing marvel of Yellowstone Park,—the

Grand Canyon.
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UPITER TERRACE, the largest terrace

in Yellowstone Park, is the subject of

one of the intaglio-gravure pictures illus-

trating "Yellowstone National Park."

TERRACES IN YELLOWSTONE PARK

Monograph Number One in The Mentor Reading Course

WHEN you drive into the Mam-
moth Springs Hotel you are daz-

zled by the riot of light and color

about you. It seems to you as if Nature,

in anticipation of receiving company,

had painted up the landscape in brilliant

colors and had set all her fountains going.

When you reach the hotel you realize

at once that the "show is on," and that

it is one of the greatest displays that

Nature has in her vast museum. A
visitor asks almost at once what these

great natural terraces are that revel in

color or glisten from whitened surfaces

on the mountain slopes. The guide will

tell him that they are formations.

"Formations of what?" he will ask.

"Formations of formation," will be the

reply. Formation is the material de-

posited by the overflowing springs whose

waters hold in solution carbonate of

lime. This is deposited, and builds up

gradually until the terrace is made. The
beautiful colors in the terraces are made
by algae, a form of plant life which clings

closely to the rock.

To examine these natural marvels of

nature will take the visitor about three

hours of good steady walking. There

are 200 acres of terraces. From the

floor of the valley they rise up one above

the other, some of them hidden in the

pines far up the mountainside. The

visitor will first make his way over a

wide stretch of pure white formation.

These are the "dead" terraces; that is,

the waters have ceased to flow, and

when this happens all beauty and all

color disappear.

The first terrace with any coloring is

called "The Narrow Gauge." There are

a number of little geysers that boil

and simmer along its course; but there

is one energetic little fellow called the

"Baby Geyser" that spouts a power-

ful column as fat as a pencil to the great

height of seven inches.

The terrace above the Narrow Gauge
is called the "Orange Geyser." The
brilliant coloring of this terrace is greatly

admired by everyone. Pulpit Terrace

is another masterpiece of nature.

Jupiter Terrace is the largest of all

this group. It is 2,000 feet long, and

it rises 100 feet in the air.

Minerva Terrace is a mass of deposit

40 feet high. It covers almost three-

quarters of an acre, and the hot spring

on its summit is 20 feet in diameter,

with a temperature of 154 degrees Fah-

renheit at the edge. Then there is also

Hymen Terrace, one of the most beauti-

fully colored spots in the park. This is

a rather new addition to the terraces at

Mammoth Hot Springs, and, although

it is not so large as Jupiter, it is easily

the most exquisitely colored. It is grow-

ing fast; but it is feared that the

openings may become choked from the

abundance of deposit.

Near Minerva Terrace is the Liberty

Cap, the cone of an old extinct hot

spring. It is 52 feet high, and has built

up such a mound that the waters are

unable to reach the top and overflow.
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LEOPATRA TERRACE, one of the most

marvelous of formations, is the subject of

one of the intaglio-gravure pictures illus-

trating "Yellowstone National Park."

CLEOPATRA TERRACE

Monograph Number Two in The Mentor Reading Course

CLEOPATRA TERRACE, at Mam-
moth Hot Springs in Yellowstone

Park, is one of the best examples

of the growing mineral deposit. It is

impossible to describe the beauty of its

coloring, which is dark orange. One can

only say that it must be seen to be ap-

preciated, and of all times a view of

Cleopatra Terrace in the evening, with

its soft light, is the best, or when the

glow of sunrise reveals its beauty.

It is a rather disturbing thought that if

it were not for the United States troops

stationed at Yellowstone Park all these

beautiful terraces would be mutilated

by souvenir hunters. The soldiers watch

the formations constantly to prevent

tourists breaking off specimens. Still

other people like to write their names

upon these marvels of nature, and the

duty of the soldiers is to prevent this in

every possible way.

To aid them in their duty it is required

that every visitor in the park must regis-

ter his name. If a soldier sees a name or

even initials written anywhere, he at

once telephones to the military govern-

ment. The lists are gone over, and
when the name is found an order for the

arrest of the man is made out. Very
seldom does the guilty person escape.

Punishment is usually made to fit the

crime. For instance, if a person has

written his name anywhere, a scrubbing

brush and soap are given to him, and
he is forced to go back, even if he is a
great distance from the scene of his van-

dalism, to wash his work away with his

own hands. It is said that some years

ago a young man was arrested at six

o'clock in the morning, made to leave

his bed, and march without breakfast

back several miles to remove the traces

of his vanity.

The nearer one approaches the ter-

races the more he appreciates their

beauty. In one place the terraces rise

like pulpits; the tapering shafts, like

richly decorated organ pipes, seem to

hold them up. Side by side with dainty

icicles of silver hang golden stalactites.

And over all a volume of water gently

flows. Well may the visitor exclaim, as

one did, "There can be nothing more
beautiful on earth!''
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GOLDEN GATE. YELLOWSTONE PARK



t

OLDEN GATE, the doorway to Yellow-

stone Park, is the subject of one of the

intaglio-gra vure pictures illustra-

ting " Yellowsto ne National Park."

GOLDEN GATE. THE ENTRANCE TO THE PARK

Monograph Number ''"hree In The Mentor Reading Course

ATRIP through Yellowstone Park

usually starts at Mammoth Hot
Springs, and the mode of travel

is by coach over a distance of 180 miles.

Automobiles are not allowed in the park.

The larger coaches are drawn by six

strong horses. The trip usually takes

about four or five days; but it should

be done more leisurely.

Shortly after leaving Hot Springs the

coach enters a beautiful ravine that

forms the inner doorway to Yellowstone

Park. This is called Golden Gate, from

the color of the rocks, which are tawny
yellow.

On emerging from this golden portal

there is revealed a broad valley circled

by mountains. One of these, with a

sharply pointed summit piercing the

thin air, is called Electric Peak. It is a

sort of huge storage battery, being full

of electric forces. This mountain dis-

turbs all engineering instruments, and

has a very perceptible electrical effect

on all those who climb it.

A turn in the road reveals one of the

most wonderful features of the park, a

mountain made of glass, which was pro-

duced by volcanic fires. It is called ob-

sidian or volcanic glass, and was formed

by the rapid cooling of a great wave of

lava. It is harder than stone, and in

olden time furnished the Indians with

excellent arrowheads. To them the

mountain was a sacred place. They also

considered it neutral ground. All tribes

might come there for implements of

war, and while there a sacred oath pro-

tected them.

This mountain has also been a"great

source of pioneer stories. One of these

tells of a hunter who one day when
roaming this valley came upon a splen-

did elk. He raised his gun and fired;

but the elk did not even move. He fired

again at closer range. Still the animal

was not disturbed. Being an excellent

shot, the hunter was exasperated at his

seeming failure in marksmanship. He
ran toward the elk; but was suddenly

stopped by crashing into a vertical wall

of glass so perfectly transparent that he

had not noticed it. The mountain had

acted as a huge telescope, and the elk

that he had seen through the mountain

was in reality 20 miles away. The mar-

velous natural conditions of the Yellow-

stone region offered rich opportunities

for wonderful stories—and the pioneers

did not neglect them.
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OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER. YELLOWSTONE PARK



LD FAITHFUL GEYSER, one of the

most famous in the world, is the subject

of one of the intaglio-gravure pictures

illustrating" Yellowstone National Park."

OLD FAITHFUL IN THE UPPER GEYSER BASIN

Monograph Number Four in The Mentor Reading Course

IONG before man decided upon the

_j hour as a unit of time, long indeed

before man began thinking of time

in units, Old Faithful was counting the

hours through the ages. Day and night,

summer and winter, this great geyser

was spouting every 65 minutes with a

regularity that is marvelous to think of.

Old Faithful has always been inter-

esting to visitors because they can be

sure of the time at which it is going to

erupt, and can therefore be on the

watch. In earlier times it was the cus-

tom for some impatient ones to "grease

a geyser"; that is, to put soap into the

crater to make the geyser spout before

its time. This practice is now pro-

hibited; for in the end it will destroy the

action of a geyser. The fact that soap

would advance the hour of eruption was

discovered quite by accident. A Chinese

laundryman in the park who had found

the hot pools a great convenience in his

business, one day mixed his suds in the

wrong hole. There was an almost imme-
diate eruption, and, though he excaped

by some miracle, his laundry went sailing

skyward and was scattered by the winds.

The column of water which Old Faith-

ful sends up is 150 feet high, and it

stands there for seven minutes. In

these seven minutes more than 1,500,000

gallons of boiling water are shot into the

air. In one day this great geyser fur-

nishes more water than would be used

by a city of 300,000 people.

There are many other geysers in the

upper basin that are almost as interest-

ing as Old Faithful, and one of these is a

place called Hell's Half Acre. The name
suits it. Over a great gulf of terrifying

depth project rough ledges of rock. Far
below the visitor can see a lake seething

and boiling. For a long time this was

not suspected to be a geyser. Suddenly,

in 1881, the lake surface was hurled high

into the air. This action lasted for some
months. Then all was quiet again for

seven years. In 1888 it burst forth once

more. It seems to take this geyser,

which is called Excelsior, about seven

.
years to prepare for its huge eruption.

The Upper Basin is marvelous in the

daytime; but at evening, hallowed by
the hush of twilight, its beauty is almost

indescribable. One traveler writes,

"Alone and undisturbed we looked upon

a scene unequaled in the world. Around
us liquid columns rose and fell with

ceaseless regularity. The cooler air of

evening made many shafts of vapor

visible which in the glare of day had

vanished unperceived. No sound from

them was audible; no breeze disturbed

their steadfast flight toward heaven;

and in the deepening twilight the slen-

der, white-robed columns seemed like

ghosts of geysers, long since dead, revis-

iting the scenes of their activity."
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ISHING CONE, an extraordinary feature

of Yellowstone Lake, is the subject of

one of the intaglio-gravure pictures illus-

trating "Yellowstone National Park."

YELLOWSTONE LAKE AND THE FISHING CONE

Monograph Number Five in The Mentor Reading Course

WHEN Congress was debating

the question as to whether

Yellowstone Park should be

made a national reservatwn^one" ex-

plorer of the region informed that digni-

fied body that there was a lake in the

region where trout could be caught and

boiled in the same water within a radius

of fifteen feet. The representatives

burst into roars of laughter; but never-

theless this is strictly true. The Fishing

Cone contains a boiling spring, and pro-

jects above and is surrounded by the

cold waters of the lake. Fishermen used

to stand there, and after catching trout

in the lake would boil them while still on

the hook in the hot spring. This is now
prohibited by law; but the Fishing Cone

is still there for all visitors to the park

to see.

Yellowstone Lake is a fisherman's

Paradise. Its waters are simply swarm-

ing with fish just waiting to be caught,

and naturally Yellowstone fish stories

are the most remarkable of their kind.

Little exaggeration is needed to color

them. One traveler tells how he saw

two fishermen catch in this lake in one

hour more than 100 beautiful trout

weighing from one to three pounds each.

The rapidity with which they worked

was almost unbelievable. Hardly had

the fly touched the water when the hook

was snapped, the line tightened, the

reel began to spin, and another speckled

beauty was added to the catch. Each

fisherman had two hooks upon his line,

and once both of them had two trout

hooked at the same time, landing them
amid the applause of their friends.

Another story of Yellowstone Park to

which it is difficult to give belief tells

about a river into which geyser waters

overflow. This hot water rests on the

surface. Beneath the layer is the cool

water of the river itself. The angler

drops in his line, hooks a trout, and,

after drawing it up through the hot

stratum of geyser water finds, on pulling

it out, that it has been boiled to a nicety.

Yellowstone Lake has many attrac-

tions for the visitor. In sailing there he

will observe a distant mountain whose

summit bears a strong resemblance to an

upturned human face. This is called

the Sleeping Giant, and very appro-

priately. Age after age he has slept

there undisturbed.

A walk on the shore of the lake will

also prove of interest. The visitor will

at one point suddenly come upon an

Indian standing with uplifted arm.

After his first momentary start of alarm

he will discover that it is only a part of

a tree which has been placed upright

against a log. This was not carved, but

is a freak of nature. In leaving the lake

one is forced to turn for a farewell look

at this dark, slender figure raising its

hand as if in threatening gesture to some

unseen enemv.
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